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T.C. No.

MW.. MCFICATIo
M E319GE, AIRCRAFr, TURMDFAN

PRAIT 4 1KM111E AIRCUAFr
JW1l7A-21L

1.0 SOME
1.I1 Sc ope - WpcIff/cation establishes des~p-and performnce

requirements for the Pratt i hitney Aircrat JTF17A-21L.
. turbofan engine to be certificated in Phase?]M of the Supersonic

Transport Program- Sigficant differences in t ig and perform-
ance of the Phasss; llight Test Status (Tfteuglnes for airpLma
flight testing are n-_sem/- pem d-x -. tk-

1.2 Specification Performance and Installation Dring TheI
Specification Performance is presented in table I and table II
estimated performance throughout the complete engine operating itienvelope is presented in curve Yo. S-82, sheet 1. The Installation

SDrawing form a part of this specification and is Included herein.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMM - The following publications were used
as a guide in the preparation of this document and form a part of this
document to the extent specified herein.

2. 1 Gove met

12.1.1 FAR Part 1 - Federal Aviation Regulations "Definitions
and Abbreviations," effective date 15 M.ay 1962.

2.1.2 FAR Part 21 - Federal Aviation Regulations "Certification
L Procedures for Products and Parts," effective date 21 Septeaber 1965.

S - 2.1.3 FAR Part 25 - Federal Aviation Regulations "Airworthiness
Standards: Transport Category Airplanes," effective date 29 July 1965.

2.1.4 FAR Part 33 - Federal Aviation Regulations "Airworthiness
Standards: Aircraft Engines," effective date 1 February 1965.

2.1.5 FAR AC No. 33-1 - Federal Aviation Agency Advisory
Circular "Turbine-Engine Foreign Object Ingestion and Rotor Blade
Containment Type Certification Procedures," effective date 24 June 1965.

2.1.6 FAR Part 45 - Federal Aviation Regulations "Identification
" and Registration 'arking," effective date 20 April 1964.

SI
~ + -
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2.1.7 MIL-STD-210A - "Climatic Extre s for M ilitary Equipment,"
dated 2 August 1957.

2.1.8 MIL-STD-704 - "Electric Power, Aircraft, CharacteristicsI
and Utilization of," dated 6 October 1959.

2.1.9 t-L-E-5007C - -Engines, Aircraft, Turbojet, and Turbofan, I
General Specifications for," dated 31 December 195.

2.1.10 ML-S-7742A - "Screw Threads, Standard Aeronautical,"
dated 2 December 1959. 3

2.1.11 M4-S-8879A - "Screv Threads, Standard Aeronautical,"
dated 8 Deceber 1965.!

2.2 wlon-CA!rM a

Z.2.1 IWA 522 (ASTM. D-1655-65T, Jet A, A-1) - Pratt & kihitney
Aircraft Specification" Fuel, Comrcial Aircraft Turbine Engine,"
dated 5 November 1965. H

2.2.2 M 521-3 Type 11 - Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Specification
'Lubricant, Aircraft Turbine Engine," dated 25 June 1963.

2.2.3 SAE ARP 681A - Society of Automotive Engineers, Aeronauticai
Recommended Practice, "Engine Performance Presentation for Use on High
Speed Digital Computers," dated 1 February 1960.

2.2.4 SAE ARP 865 - Society of Automotive Engineers, Aerospace
Recommned Practice, "Definitions and Procedures for Coputingibe
Perceived Noise Level of Aircraft Noise," dated 15 October 1964. L

2.2.5 SAE AR? 866 - Society of Automotive Engineers, Aerospace ri
Recommended Practice, "Standard Values of Atzespheric Absorption as
a Function of Temperature and Humidity For Use in Evaluating Aircraft
Flyover Noise," dated 31 August 1964.

2.2.6 SAE AIR 876 - Society of Automotive Engineers, Aerospace--4
Information Report, "Jet Noise Prediction," dated 10 July 1965.

2.2.7 FNA FT11, 208 - Pratt & a'hitney Aircraft Technical Design
Memorandum, "Design .Maintainability Checklist."

2.2.8 PA Fl 207 - Pratt & Ubitney Aircraft Technical Design
Memorandun, "Design Reliability Checklist."

2.2.9 NA FTV.4 210 - Pratt & 14%itney Aircraft Technical Design [11
Memorandum, "Design Safety Checklist."

3.0 TYPE AND DESCRIPTION - The JTF17A-21L is a trin-spool, axial-f lo

duct heating turbofan engine with a forward nultistage fan (also serving as
the low pressure compressor) driven by a multistage reaction turbine, and
a ultistage high pressure compressor driven by a single-stage reaction

2 L
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Uturbine. This engine is capable of continuous operation at conditions
defined herein. The prizary engine exhaust discharges through a fixed[1convergent-divergent nmzzle. The engine incorporates a full length
concentric fan discharge duct vith a duct heater for augmentation. The
duct heater discharges through a modulating, variable-are-a, convergent
exhaust nozzle operated by the engine control and hydraulic systezs. The
combined prinary and duct heater exhaust discharges into a variable-area
divergent ejector nozzle which also functions as a thrust reverser and a
noise suppressor. Detailed descriptions of engine components shall beifpresented in the Installation Handbook.

3.1 Installation

3.1.1 Dimension and Installation Draving - The following drawing
?ferns a part of this specification:

Engine Installation Drawing No. 2128101 dated 8 August 1966.

3.2 Dry Weight of Engine - The dry weight of the basic engine shall
not exceed 9860 pounds. The total dry teight of the engine including
special installation items shall not exceed 10,247 pounds. The total
dry veight does not inclw.e the weight allorance required for cover
plates and those brackets supplied with the engine that are to be utilized
for the support of airframe equipment. Engine components included in the
basic engine ary eight are as follows:

Fuel System Including Gas Generator Control, Duct Beater
Control, and Fuel Pumps

Lubrication System Including Oil Tank and Fuel/Oil Coolers
Engine Ignition System Without Power Source
Variable-Area Duct Heater Exhaust Nozzle Including Control System
Windailling Brake System (Aerodynaaic)
keverser-Suppressor Including Control System
Gas Generator Exhaust Gas Temperature and Pressure Probes
Provisions for Power Setting Instrumentation

Special installation features included in the total dry weight of the
engine are:

Fuel Inlet Manifold
Power Takeoff Provisions Including Angle Gezrbox and Decoupler
Centerline lend of 5 degrees
Inlet Splitter Mounts
Enviromental Control Syrten Compressor Drive and Associated

Hardware
TurbopLrp Discharge Diffuser
Single Point Radial Rear Mount
Right and Left Front Thrust Mounts
Front .Mount Relocation
Nacelle to Reverser-Suppressor Fairing

3 - -ti!__ _ _
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3.2.1 eaht of ,Amidual Fluids - Tb. estimated weight of residual
fluids remaiing in the engine after operation amd drainage Is 40 pounds.

3.3 ifianlue Mmmutiza - Eigine mounting provisions and load lis

shall be as specified on the Installation Drawing.

3.4 BeuiramntsU

3.4.1 Haterslas ad Processes - Materials and processes used in
the manufacture of the engine shall be of quality consistent with
aircraft standards.

3.4.2 Standards

3.4.2.1 Parts - AX, US, or AS standard parts shall be used unless
they are determined by P&A to be unsuitable for the purpose, and shall
be identified by their standard part nmbers.

3.4.2.2 Design Standards - HS, AM, and Industry design standards
shall be used unless they are detenned by PW&A to be unsuitable for U
the purpose.

3.4.3 Parts List - The parts lit for the engine which satiafac-
torly completes the certification test as modified by approved changes
shall constitute the parts list for engines of the sime model to be
delivered.

3.4.4 interchang eability - All parts having the same manufacturer's

part number shall be functionally and dimensionally interchmgeabl* with
each other with respect to installation and performance, escept that
matched parts or selective fits will be permitted where required. L

3.4.5 Accessibility - Those parts of the engine requiring line
aintenance checking, adjustment, draining, or replacement shall be F

made accessible without engine teardown or removal of major parts,
components or accessories as shown on the Installation Drawing.

3.4.6 Maintainability. Reliabiliy, and Safety

3.4.6.1 Mintalnaility - The egine shall be designed for
ease of servicing and maintenance In accordance with 2.2.7.

3.4.6.2 Reliability - Engine reliability considerations shall

3.4.6.3 Safety - Engine safety coraaieratIons shall be in
accordance with 2.2.9. [

3.4.7 fi*zlion ieuln - Enied mnlonal chne
resulting from temperature increases between room and oprating
temperatures are as shown on the Installation Drawing.

4
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3.4.Ll Flight ."nuever Forces - The engine and its supports
shall withstand without perzarent deformation the conditions specified
on the maneuver load diagran show on figure 1. These conditions are
based on the total dry weight of the engine specified in 3.2.

j3.4.9 Ground Handling - The engine hall have provisions for
ground handling attachments. The attachment provisions shall be
designed for the following linit loads:

a. Vertical loading - 4 "S"
b. Side loading - 2 "g"c. Fore to aft loading - 1.5 "g"

3.4.10 Engine Inlet FLAie Design Load - The engine inlet
flange design load shall be as specified on the Installation Drawing.

II 3.4.11 Contaliment and Rotor Structural Intftrity - The engine
shall be designed for rotor blade containment to meet the requirement
of Paragraph 33.19 of Reference 2.1.4 and compliance shall be specified
in the engine type certificate. Failsafe designs shall be incorporated
]with the objective of eliminating the possibility of catastrophic
failure. Particular attention shall be given to the following:

a. The integrity of turbine ant compressor disks with theobjective of having blades fall first under overspeed or
overtemperature malfunct os.

b. The integrity of shafts conuecting compressors to turbiros
such chat hearing or lubrication failure shall not cause
parting or decoupling of the shaft.

c. To provide necessary mrgin for rotor structural ntegrity,
the co mressor, fan and turbine rotors shall be of sufficient
strength to withstand the following abnormal conditions:

(1) Rotor speeds at 120% of maxima allowable speed on
representative disks (compressor and turbine) at
maximum allouable disk temperatures and gradients
for 5 minutes.

(2) Measured gas temperature at least 7541 (41.7"C) in
excess of the maximum alloemble measured gas
temperature and at maximau allowable speed for
5 minutes.

3.4.12 Flamable Fluid Systems - All external lines and fittings
which convey flammable fluids shall be fireproof as defined in 2.1.1.
Each separable joint or connection shall be designed so that likelihood
of leakage causing a fire hazard is remote.

3.4.13 Enine Connections - All electric, fluid and pneumatic
connections to which the airframe manufacturer will attach are defined
on the engine Installation Drawing.

5
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3.4.14 Cosectios Idmntification - Insofar as is practical, the
engine shall be permanently marked to indicate all airframe comections
shown a the Installation Drawing for instrnnrtion, electrical.
fluid and pematic connections. Similar fluid connections located in
close proximity to each other shall be aue physically nonainterchangeable.

3.4.15 Entine Mouted Airframe Accessories

3.4.15.1 Use of IntegrUal Oil Systema for Accessories - The Integration
of accessory oil system with that of the engine shalI not be acceptable.

3.4.15.2 Enzine-SuMlied S§ ort Brackets for Airframe Accessories -

Engine-supplied support brackets for airframe accessories shall be
as shown on the Installation Draring. Support of airframe equipment
shall be coordinated with and agreed upon by PAWA.

3.4.15.3 Cover Plates - Cover plates for covering all accessory
drive openings wbere the accessory is not mounted for engine shipment
shall be supplied with each engine. Suitable provisions for covering
or plugging all other connection openings shall be made. Cover plates
suitable for flight operation shall be provided on drive pads and connecting
points which are not used.

3.4.16 Useful Life - The engine shall be designed for a useful
life, including repair, consistent with an airplane normal service -

life expectancy of at least 50,000 hours. The design objective for
the basic engine shall be a useful life, without repair, in excess
of 5000 hours. PWA shall undertake the design and development of
improved components or parts andlor repair procedures for the components
or parts, as shown to be required by airline service.

3.4.17 Identification of Product - The Identification data applied
to the engine data plate shall be in accordance with 2.1.6 as follows:

Manufacturer's Name or Trademark
Model Designation *
Serial %o. *I Installation Arrangement *

Takeoff Rating *[Fuel *
Type Certificate uWber *
Production Certificate .unber *

* ApplicabV.e data to be entered by P&WA.

Equipment. asseblies and parts shal be marked for identification
in accordance with P&VA standard procedures.

4.0 MASS MMJnT OF IEERTIA OF ROTATING PARTS - The estimted
effective mass moments of inertia of the engine rotors about their
axes are 30.0 slug-feet squared for the lw rotor and 21.5 slug-fest
squared for the high rotor. The uaxism effective mass moment of inertia
of the engine at the pover takeoff accessories drive Is as shown on
curve .o. S-82, sheet 20.

6
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1 4.1 Engine Mass Namnt of Inertia - The engine mass moment of
inertia shall be as specified in the Installation Handbook.

5.0 VIBRATIOK - The engine shall be designed and constructed to
function throughout Its operating range without inducing excessive
stress in any of the engine parts because of vibration. 'he engine
unbalance shall not cause an engine case displacement greater than
+ 3 ails. This vibration requirement is applicable to engines operating
vrLth specified flight weight components Installed. Installed vibration
characteristics of the engine-nacelle combination mast be established
by the airframe manufacturer and be coordinated with PL A.

5.1 Airfrme Vibration Testing with Installed EMines - If the
airframe mnufacturer deems it necessary to shake the airframe with the
engine installed during airframe stress and fatigue tests, or during
tests to establish vibration characteristics, It will be necessary to
rotate both engine rotors to prevent brinelling of the bearings. Rotor
speeds may be achieved by turning the high rotor with a hydraulic starter
or the low rotor with an air strem directed on either the turbine or
fan blades. The determination of safe rotor speeds most be coordinated
with and agreed upon by PIUA.

6.0 EKGIU PERFORMACE

U 6.1 Performance Ratings - The specified ratings are attainable
on a P&WA test stand using a PWUA bellmouth inlet at 1962 U. S. Standard

LAmosphere (Geometric) conditions at the engine inlet and including
correction to engine performance for any bellmouth total pressure loss.
The s ,ecified engine thrusts and thrust specific fuel consumptions

(TSFC) include the effects of the reverser-suppressor as shown on the
Installation Drawing when operating in a free flow field with the flow
axis parallel to the reverser-suppressor axis. This performance is
based on a temperature corrected secondary airflow (V defined below)
of 21, unless otherwise specified, except for reverse'thrust which is
based on zero secondary flow. A minimm of 22 corrected flow is
required at all operating conditions wden the tertiary and reverse doors

r are closed.

[ T 2 +41T 1
U ii I \ fV?, j /

t2ere:

sV = secondary airflow, lb/sec

Vs - total gas generator gas flow at nozzle throat, lb/sec

get9 Z4t

flg a total duct gas flow at nozzle throat, lb/sec
W tta dctgas flwa ozethroat, l/e

gd
T it~ 2 - compressor inlet total temperature, * R

£1 7
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AT = secondary stream temperature rise, "R

s

Tt9 , total temperature at gas generator nozzle throat, "R

T - total temperature at duct nozzle throat, "R U

The specified reverse thrust is attainable at sea level static test
stad conditions wben reingestion of exhaust gases is not experienced,
and vithout special restrictive provisions for reverse targeting.
The specified value is based upon a reverse effective flow area over L
198 degrees of circumfereace and a nezn gas discharge angle of 20 degrees
or less uith the exhaust nozzle centerline.

6.1.1 Guaranteed Standard Day Ca'ibration Stand Performance at
Sea Level - The guaranteed steady-s"tate performance ratings at static,
sea level, standard day conditions atre as shown in table I for a complete
production engine Including the revtrser-suppressor vhen operating on U
a fuel specified In 2.2.1, without compressor airbleed or load on accessory
drives other than that required for continuous engine operation.

Table I. Guaranteed Standard .Da Calibration

Stand Perforance at Sea Level Ii
Rating Net Thrust TSFC Estimate of Estimated Seconaary Esimated

(pin), lb (rmax), Measured Airflow, Airflow, Engine
(4) Jblhrllb Exhaust Gas Ib/sec lblsec Rotor Speed,

(7) Temp. (max), rpm

F ('C) N1 (5) 2(5)

Takeoff
Augmented 60,760(6) 1.78 1515 (823.9) 667 0 6500 8200 -

Non-
augmented 38,130 0.75 1515 (823.9) 687 0 6500 8200

(2)[
Augmented 60,760(b) 1.78 1.515 (823.9) 687 0 6500 8200

(3)

Reverse 15,300 

(1) Takeoff Rating - This rating is intended for takeoff use only and
is time limited to 5 minutes. The specified takeoff rating is the
mmmamt takeoff thrust available at standard day temperatures and
below.

j (2) Maximsm Rating - This rating is primarily intended for climb and
acceleration with augmentation from zero to full duct heat. This
rating is time limited to 30 minutes. This rating is also available
for emergency use at the discretion of the pilot and is authorized
as a naxi.mm continuous rating under emergency conditLions.

8.....
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(3) The specified saxisim reverse thrust is as measured aloe; the exhaust
nozzle centerline and is time limited to I minute.

(4) Forward thrust is measured along the exhaust nozzle centerline.

(5) Subject to change prior to engine certification.
U

(6) Ihis value is 61,000 pounds shen the exhaust system secondaryUcorrected airfloi is 22.

(7) Based on fuel having a lower heating value of 18,400 tu/lb.

Li 6.1.1.1 Demnstration of Calibration Stand Performce - Engine
performance of table I will be demomstrated using a production engine
with the reverser-suppressor sou PWA bellmuth inlet.

6.1.2 Guaranteed Steady-State Performace Ratings at Standard
Altitude Codtion - The guaramteed steady-state performance ratings
at standard altitude conditions are as show. in table I for a complete
production engine Including the reverser-uppressor whae operating on
fuel specified in 2.2.1 without compressor air bleed or load on
accessory drives other than that required for continuous engine operation,
and with simlated distortion patterns which are representative of the
airframe mnufacturer's inlet but not to exceed those of 10.0. Performance
in terms of the airfram mnufacturer's ra recovery and secondary airflow
rate is shown in table 11A.

6.1.2.1 Demonstration of Altitude Performance - Engine performance
of table II will be demnstrated using a production engine or an engine
assembled substantially in accordance with the production parts list
on a P VA approved test stand using the specified fuel mmd standard
calibration equipment and methods. The substantiation of any guaranteed
point wbere the test conditions exceed the capability of the laboratory
will be by calculations from test data obtained at test conditions that
lie within the capacity of the laboratory.

Engine performnce will be demonstrated by calibrations without the

reverser-suppressor. Reverser-suppressor gross thrust coefficients (Cf_)

deteruined from isolated scale model tests in a free flow field witha

o uniform and parallel flow forward of the tertiary doors, will be applied
to the ieal expansion gross thrust to obtain the actual gross thrust.
Siwmlate-. flight Mach number and altitude conditions will be accomplished
by setting measured test engine let total pressure and total temperature
corresponding to that calculated for the 1962 U. S. btandard Atosphere
(Geometric) and the specified Inlet ras recovery. Engine airflow will
be measured using a standard ASME orifice to permit the calculation
of ram drag and gross thrust. Amasur mts of engine discharge pressures,
temperatures, and areas, combined with mbient back pressure for the
simulated altitude, permit calculation of gross thrust assuming an
ideal expansion process to ambient pressure.

9
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Set thrust is determined by subtracting the calculated ram drag
(of the engiae plus secondary airflow) from the calculated gross thrust.
The specified 13K is obtained by dividing the neasured engine fuel flov
by the net thrust.

For the purpose of practical deimnmtration, the altitude performance
will be uet if substimtiated within the precision of the altitude labora-
tory equIpment.

6.2 Estimated nine Perforumace - Estimted engine performace
and data are shws on curve No. S-82, sheets ' through 33. Information
supplied on these curves is based upon no air bleed and no power extraction
over and above that required for contimuous operation of the engine and
accessory drives, except as specified. L

A card deck program, reference curve No. S-82, sheet 1, shall be

provided which is capable of ruming on a bighapeed computer ustually
agreed upon by FWA and the airfrm-e mmufacturer. This progran will
define estimated eine peformce, representing aximin fuel flow,
uininmm thrust and averege values for all other items, and will be
consistent with the enine .erformce specified in table I and table II.
Idle thrust my be average. The progras shall be capable of generating
data at my power setting from idle to takeoff at my altitude, Mach
te*r, or ambient teperature within the engine operating envelope.
The program shall be capable of asking corrections for horsepower.
extraction, inlet pressure recovery and air bleed. ["

Unless otherwise specified, all wgine performace estimates
are based upon the following:

a. Abient conditions in accordance with 1962 U. S. Standard
Atmosphere (Geomtric).

b. Inlet total pressure recovery at th engine Inlet as defined
In cut No. S-2, sheet 5.

c. Radial and clrc erential overall pressure distortion at
the engine inlet as defined in section 10.0 (a).

d. Fuel with a lower heating value of 18,400 £tu/lb. L
e. So pomer extraction or compressor air bleed over and above

that necessary for operation of engine accessories and drives.
f. Ninimmm effective flow area for reverser-suppressor tertiary

air induction of 12.0 square feet over a u1nima circumference -
of 242 degxes.

S. thrusts are along the exhaust nozzle centerline. U
6.3 Fliaht Conditions - The engine shall function satisfactorily

under the following flight condItions:

a. Level position (horizontal) with the engine inclined (roll)
20 degrees to either side.

b. el position (horizontal) with the engine inclined (roll)
45 degrees to either side for 30 seconds.

c. Zero to 15 degrees below horizontal (nose down) with up to
20 degrees inclination on either side. L

10
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d. Zero to 30 degrees above horizontal (nose up) with up to
20 degrees inclination on either side.

e. Flight operation under negative I "X" flleht conditions for
10 seconds.

f. Flight operation umder zero -g- flight conditions for 5 seconds.

6.4 Atmospheric Liouid Vater - The engine shall operate satisfactorily
Uthroughout the flight operating envelope under conditions of idle to

maxium thrust at levels up to 5% of the total airflow weight in the for&
p of water (liquid and vapor) evenly distributed as it enters the engine

inlet.

7.0 MNIE OfPEATI; ELLOPE - The engine shall operate satisfactorily
within the inlet total temperature and total pressure limits as sohm
on curve No. S-82, sheet 2.

8.0 ThMSIr TRASIEVTS

8.1 Stability - Lnder steady-state operating conditions without
augmentation, thrust oscillation shall not exceed + 52 of the thrust
available at that particular power lever position and flight conditi-in,
but in no event shall the thrust oscillation exceed + 12 of the mxium
nonugnted thrust available. During steady-tate operation with any
anc.mt of augmentation up to maximum, the engine thrust oscillation
shall not exceed + 1f cf the maximm augmented thrust available at that
condition.

L 8.2 Response - For power lever movement of I second or less, the
time required to safely accomplish the folloving transients on a standard
day with no bleed or power extractior shall not exceed the tabulated values,
as installed in the aircraft, from sea level to 10,000 feet altitude:

Transient Time,

Idle to 75% maximum :',maugemnted rating: 6.0
Idle to 952 naxlmm nonaugmanted rating: 8.0
Idle to 95? saximm augnented rating: 8.5
30? maximm nonaugmented rating to 95? augmented rating: 5.0
m4aximum augmented rating to 952 full reverse: 6.0
Maximum nonaugmeuted rating to 957 maxima aup*ented rating: 4.0
SO! waximm nonauuted rating to 95! saxima nonaugmented rating: ".0

0The relationship of engine high rotor speed versus time is shown on
curve %c. 5-8-, sheet 21.

F8.3 Airflov Transients - Transient inlet and engine compatibility
is dependent on complex inlet and engine operational response, stability,
and distortion characteristics. Accordingly, transient compatibility
between inlet and engtc- shall be developed by the inlet coptibility
progran shared by P&A and the airframe manufacturer. P&';A and the air-
frane tanufacturer wilI establish final inlet and engine transient toler-

(.inc*s the bhasis f detailed analysis and inlet and engine develop-

13
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During supersonic inlet operation (inlet started), engine airflo- [
transient changes at naxinm nonaugmented and above are estimated to be
less than + 3% of engine inlet corrected airflow. For steady-state F
conditions, the rate of change shall not exceed 501 per second for L
airflow changes greater than 0.5Z.

9.0 PRESSURM A.D TE9ERATURE COiXGE

9.1 Inlet Pressure Transients - The engine is designed to be
capable of experiencing an occasional reduction in stabilized Pt2 .ect I
of 60% in 1/10 of a second for a maximum of 2 seconds without any di et
damage provided that the distortion limits specified herein are not
exceeded. Rapid changes of pressure are not recommended and would
be expected to cause adverse engine operation Including stall and/or
flameout.

The engine is designed to be capable of experiencing an occasional L
variation vf stabilized Pt2 A. of +15% and -60% at a frequency range
of up to 10 cycles per second for a naxiinn of 1 -inute without any
direct damage provided that the distortion limits specified herein
are not exceeded. Rapid changes In pressure are not recommended and
would be expected to cause adverse engine operation including stall
and/or fljueout. f

9.1.1 Hininum Exhaust Pressure - The engine inlet air total pressure
divided by the external pressure at the exhaust nozzle shall not be
less than 1.0 at high rotor speeds less than 6500 rpa in flight. j

9.2 Inlet Tewperature Rate of gjgwe

9.2.i Nornal - The maximum continuous rate of inlet temperature
change which the engine can withstand without performance degradation
is 1.5'F (0.8C) per second. The engine can u-ithstand a rate of inlet
teuperature change not exceeding 5.0*F (2.8C) per second for a total
of 4.0F (22.2C) to account for atmospheric temperature gradients.

9.2.2 E-erxency - Uder emergency conditions, the saximm continuous
rate of inlet temperature change shall not exceed 3.OeF (1.7C) per
second. It is anticipated that performance degradation will result
frot engine operation which exceeds the limits in 9.2.1 but does not
exceed the emergency luit.

10.0 INLET AIR PRESSURE DISTORTION - -he estimated capability
of the engine to withstand inlet air pressure distortion is described
below where terms are defined as follows:

Pt-7 An a Average area wiighted engine inlet total pressure 1
P t) M Waxi== engine inlet total pressure measured using

instrumentation as approveZ by P&WA and the airframe

manufacturer
Ft' %in a Minim engine inlet total press'.;e =easured using

instru=entation as approved by ?'A and the airfrane

-anufacturer

L
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UP -

L. P~t2 .ax t2 in
Percent Overall Distortion t x 100

Pt2 Avg

The Percent Oh-erall Distortion shall be evaluated as a time dependent
quantity and is defined as the =axi=m instantaneous value of the quantity.

Inlet and engine compatibility is dependent on complex inlet and
* tengine flow paraneters including distribution and extent of circumferential
U and radial distortion. Accordingly, compatibility between inlet and

engine shall be developed by PA and the airframe manufacturer inlet
c-npatibility program. P&WA and the airframe mnufacturer will establish
final inlet and engine distortion tolerances cc the basis of detailed
analysis and inlet and engine dcvelopment tests and the estimates below
rust be considered as preliminary and subject to change. Until engine
development ccnfirms that adverse effects of distortion within these
linits or engine perfornance and component durability are tolerable,
flight operation at these distortion levels cannot be recomended.

a. For continuous operation, the estimated allowable overall
inlet air pressure distortion limits as defined in 10.0 shall be approximately
131 except within 1/2 inch at the inside diameter and outside diameter
of the flow annulus. The effect of distortion on engine performance
within this limi: may be considered negligible.

b. It is estimated that overall distortion of 252 excluding the
U- area within 1/2 inch of the duct walls will not so adversely affect

engine operation as to precipitate engine stall or flameout.

c. If all PSWA operating reco mendations are followed, no direct
engine damage would be expected as a result of inlet distortion in
excess of above linits, if this distortion does not exceed a 10-second
duration.

11.0 I.XLT V TI-ICINC - The engine sh.All be capable of operation
througout the flight power range ithout acc=rlation of ice on the
engine air induction systen such as to adversely affect engine operation
or cause a serious loss of thrust in continuous maxisam and intermittent
naxiu-.. icing conditions as defined in Appendix C of 2.1.3.

12.0 FOREIGN OBJECT I\GESTIO - 7he engine shall comply with the
requirements of 2.1.5 with respect to foreign object ingestion. Demonstration
of sheet ice ingestion shall be limited to single sheets of ice 1/2-
inch thick and 144 square inches i. area, and a single sheet of ice
I inch by 2-1/2 inches by 30 inches having a specific gravity of 0.85
,-hch is typical of ice formation at the airfrane inlet.

13.0 F-IWJXST SYSTEM

13.1 Secondary Airflow - Secondary airflow is required for reverser-
suppressor cooling when the tertiary air doors are closed to control
the expansion of the fan exhaust stre=. The secondary air is supplied
to and routed around the engine in accordance with the requirements
of A.).

L5'
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14.0 LURUCATIO SYSTIE - The lubrication system is a self-contained
engine system which does not require an airframe supplied input.

14.10Ol IM - The oil type is as specified in 2.2.2.

14.2 Oil C'xstiou - The oil consumption shall not exceed 0.25
gallons per hour as measred over a 10-hour period.

14.3 Oil Pressure and Teerature Limits - The operating oil
pressure at maxiai rated thrust shall be 45 + 5 psi (relative to internal
engine scavenge compartmnt) at 250"F (121.16C) oil temperature.. The E
oil pressure and temperature indicator ranges required for the cockpit
indicators are 0 to 120 psi and 0 to 235"C, respectively. The maxima
transient oil temperature during normal operation shall be 360"F (182.2C)
at the location indicated for oil temperature on the Installation Dra ing.
During vindmilling operation up to 25 of nxima rated engine rotor
speed, the maxima transient oil temperature shall not exceed 400"F
(204.4*C) for 3 minutes and the oil pressure sust be positive. Low
temperature starting and operation is limited to an oil temperature
corresponding to an oil viscosity of 10,000 centistokes.

14.4 Oil Quantity - The oil reservoir shall contain usable oil
sufficient for 10 hours of engine operation.

14.5 Oil Tank - The oil tank shall contain the following features:

a. Gravity-fill port with scupper drain (at tank) L
b. Quantity M.easurements

(1) Mouting boss for rewte oil quantity transmitter
i (2) Dip stick and cap

c. Scavenge Oil Dearator (with tank) L
d. Drain Valve
e. Strainers on Supply Ports (pressure and gravity)
f. Magnetic Chip Detector.

14.6 Oil Flow Interruption - The engine shall operate continuously
with no detrimental effects during and after a period of 10 seconds
of negative "g" operation andlor 30 seconds of low oil pressure indicatiou

, cattsed by maneuvers.

14.7 Drive Pad Lubrication - The power takeoff and tachomter
i! pads shall be pressure lubricated by the engine lubrication system.

15.0 FM- The engine shall function satisfactorily throughout
~the operating envelope when supplied with aviation kerosene meeting

the requirements of the fuel specified in 2.2.1 at the engine fuel
inlet.

15.1 Fuel Temperature Limits - The temperature of fuel provided
at the engine inlet connection mist be between the limits shown below
for the condition specified. The allowable time at the maximm fuel L
tenperature limits is shown on curve No. S-82, sheet 22.

16 L
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Table 1l1. Fuel Temperature Limits

Condition PA 522 (Jet A, A-1)

Ground Starting Minim= - Temperature corresponding
to a fuel viscosity of 12 centistokes.

,Iaxi=t - Curve o. S-82, sheet 23.

All Other Conditions Minimm - 106F (5.60C) above fuel
freezing point.

Maximm - 260"F (i26.7*C) or as shown
on curve No. 5-82, sheet 23.

The temperature rate of change at the engine fuel inlet connection shall
not exceed 50*F (27.8*C) per minute. Provisions have been made on the
engine to measure pressure drop across the fuel filter as an indication
of ice accumulation. The engine is not equipped with a fuel heater,
therefore, the airframe system mst be capable of increasing the fuel
temperature to prevent ice formation.

15.2 Fuel Pressure Limits - Fuel pressure, including cyclic and
Lrandom pressure fluctuations, at the engine connection must be

maintained at cot less than 5 psi above true vapor pressure of the fuel
and not greater than 50 psig and vith a vapor/liquid ratio of zero. Fuel
pressure at the engine connection may be greater than 50 psig but shall not
exceed 75 psig at fuel flovs below 15,00 pcunds per hour (pph). Pressure

fluctuations at the engine fuel pump inlets shall be within the limit of
curve .%o. S-82, sheet 24.

Under emergency conditions, vith tank-naounted boost pumps inoperative,
the engine fuel system shall supply the required amount of fuel for
engine operation fron sea level to 80,000 feet altitude for a period not
to exceed 4 hours during a flight, including air starting and augxenta-
tion, provided that: (a) the fuel temperature at the engine inlet does not
exceed those limits specified in 15.1; and (b) the fuel vapor/liquid ratio
at the engine connection does not exceed 0.45.

- .The engine fuel syste= shall be capable of prining itself and
starting within 2 rinutes after fuel runout when subjected to the
following conditions provided a suitable line from the gas generator
fuel pump discharge vent, as shown on the Installation Drawing, is

~instal led:

Tiu a. Dry lift of 4 feet.
b. 20,000 feet fuel tank altitude.
c. 140"F (60'C) fuel temperature.
d. A dry line volune of 5 U. S. gallons naxi-tm between the

fuel pu=p inlet and the fuel p".p supply.
e. Fuel as specified in 2.2.1.

L
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15.2.1 Fuel ystew Design Pressure - The engine fuel system shall

be designed to withstand a maism fuel pressure of 125 psig applied at
the engine Inlet connection with the engine shutdown. [

15.3 Fuel Reirculation - The engine wll provide a connection for the
recirculatmon of fuel to the aircraft tanks. The location and details of
this connection shall be defined on the Installation Draring. During
operation where recirculation is not required, a continuous flow of 500
pphmy be allowed for recirculation to prevent stagnation in the aircraft
system. The pressure, flow, and temperature requirements at the engine
fuel recirculation connection are shown or the Installation Drawing.

15.4 Fuel Cleanliness - Fuel delivered to the engine mot meet
the requir nts of 2.2.1 and be free of all solid contamination larger
than that which will pass through a 200-mesh screen and be essentially
free of solid contamination of a smaller size.

15.4.1 Fuel Contamination - The use of fuel continated to the
extent of 8 gran of foreign mtter per 1000 gallons shall not inhibit
satisfactory engine running for a sinimsa of 10 hours. This foreign matter1
shall be considered to consist of not less than 66Z Si0 2 and shall
have a particle size analysis as follows:

Particle Size, Microns Percent of Total by Weight

0- 5 39+2 
5 - 10 18+ 31

10 - 20 16+ 3
20 - 40 18+ 3
Over 40 9+3[

Throug1h a 200-mesh screen 100

15.4.2 Fuel Filters - The fuel illters shall be provided with the
engine. Each sha.l be of sufficient capacity to permit a cumulative fuel
flow equivalent to a miniims of 10 hcurs of continuous engine operation
at saximm nonaugmented sea level thrust. This time is based on fuel 1
contaminated as specified in 15.4.1 where the contaminated fuel has first
passed through a 200-nesh screen prior to entering the fuel system.

15.5 Fuel Leakee - There shall be no leakage from any part of the L
engine except at the drains provided for this purpose. The combined liquid
leakage from the overboard fuel drains shall not exceed 100 cubf, centi-
meters per minute during engine steady operation.

15.6 Combustible Fluid Drains - Provisions shall be made for auto-
matically clearing the combustion areas of combustible fluids after each I
false start and for preventing excess combustible fluids from entering
the combustion areas after shutdown with the engine in a level position,
15 degrees nose up, and 20 degrees nose down. Provisions shall also be
nade for clearing all vent areas and other pockets or compartments where
cobustible fluids may collect during or subsequent to operation of the
engine.
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15.7 Fuel Floneter - The provision for installation of fuel flo'.1ters
is noted on the Installation Drauring.

15.8 Fuel Flow Limits - The maximm fuel flcw shall be 120,000
pph at naximzm rating and takeoff operating conditions. The minimu
fuel flci limit shall be 1200 pph at idle rating and cruise operating
conditions.

16.0 ENGINE OD.TRL SYSTEM - The fuel and exhaust nozzle control
incorporates the gas generator and duct heater controls in a unitizedassembly. The unitized control has dual input levers. The power lever

controls engine thrust, speed, and turbine inlet temperature from Full
Reverse to Idle to .aximum Augmentation. The shutoff lever provides
for engine shutdown and starting by closing or opening the fuel shutoff
valve. Fuel is metered to the gas generator to set the desired thrust

(1as a function of pow-er lever position, high compressor rotor speed,
burner pressure and engine inlet temperature. Fuel is smetered to the
duct heater to set the desired thrust augmentation as a functioc of
power lever position, burner pressure, and engine inlet temperature.
The duct heater exhaust nozzle area is positioned to control total engine
airflo over part of the engine operating range as shown on curve No.
S-82, sheet 4. Remote manual power and airflow setting is provided
to allow vernier adjusrtent. If engf'ae speed exceeds a specified value,
the gas generator fuel control automatically reduces fuel flow to prevent
turbine overtemperature and damaging engine rotor speeds. Low- rotor t
overspeed is limited by automatic derichsant of gas generator fuel flow.
The control -system also provides reverser interlocks to: (1) prevent
engine power requests not consistent with the reverser position; and

rl (2) return the engine power to idle if the reverser inadvertently moves
from the requested position.

The control system also provides the following auxiliary functions:

a. Positions the co=pressor stator vanes.
b. Positions the compressor bleeds.
c. Positions the reverser-suppressor.
d. Provides fuel shutoff.
e. Provides duct heater ignition.

The engine-driven gas generato.- fuel pump incorporates a centrifugal
boost stage and a gear stage. A pressure relief valve is incorporated
to bypass the boost stage in the event of pump drive malfunction, and
a pressure relief valve is included fro- gear stage discharge to gear

_I stage inlet to prevent fuel system overpressurization. The duct heater
fuel pusmp is a centrifugal punp driven by a turbine driven by a high

compressor discharge air, which is modulated by a pimp controller in
response to servo pressure sitnals fro- the unitized control. The turbine
exhaust air passes through a vortex venturi which aerodynamically lifits
pump overspeed. the engine-driven hydraulic punp is a variable flow,
constant pressure, piston-tn-e pu=.
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16.1 Control Levers - A single pwer lever shall be provided
on the engine to modulate thrust. The power lever shall have a total
travel and doell bonds as shown on curve No. S-82. sheet 25. A separate
lever with a total travel as shown on the Installation Drawing shall
be provided for fuel shutoff and aerodynmic brake operation. There
shall be stops and indexing provisions for the power lever and the [1
shutoff lever as shown oa the Installation Draring.

16.1.1 Thrust and Power Lever Position Relationship - The design
relationship betwmen thrust and power lever position shall be of the
fully modulated type, free of abrupt changes, and essentially linear

(except when the bleed valve operates), with an Instantaneous thrust
increase of not more than 41 when augmentatioa is initiated or terminated.
The design relationship between reverse thrust and reverse thrust power
lever position shall be free of abrupt changes and essentially linear.

16.1.2 Control Lever Torque - The torque required for advancing
or retarding the control levers shall not exceed 20 pound-inches with
the engine operating at idle or above. Below idle, the torque required
for advancing or retarding the control levers shall not exceed 50 pound- I
inches. The reverser interlock mechanism shall be capable of applying
300 pound-inches to the power lever, including control torque requirements,
when returning it to the idle position.

16.2 .Mechaical Connections - The maximm loads that my be applied
to any control system mechanical connection are as shown on the Installa-
tion Drawing.

16.3 Control System Adiustment - External control system adjustments
shall be clearly marked, accessible, and adjustable with the engine
running. All other adjustments shall be protected to discourage tampering.
The adjustments shall include the following.

16.3.1 Idle Speed - The idle speed shall be adjustable within
a range of at least +52 of the specified idle value with reference
to the engine operating characteristics on the ground.

16.3.2 Duct Heater Fuel Flow - The maxima duct heater fuel flow
shall be adjustable within a range of + 5% with reference to the engine

operating characteristics on the ground.

16.3.3 AMrflow - Remote adjustment of airflov for optimm engine
inlet matching is provided. L

16.3.4 Gas Generator Pressure Ratio - Remote adjustment of engine
pressure ratio is provided to allow close setting of engine power in
the duct heater regime.

0
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[1 16.4 Enviroaental T.gperatures - the engine coaponents shall operate
satisfactorily under the environmental temperatures anticipated at the

V following conditions:

a. Continuous operation with surrounding air at the maxin ra
temperature of 575'F (301.7C) and a velocity of 10 to
200 feet per second.

b. In-flight shutdown from the most adverse conditions and con-'tinued soaking with surrounding air at the aximna ran
temperature of 575*F (301.7*C) and a velocity of 10 to
200 feet per second provided fuel recirculation is main-
tained.

c. Ground shutdom with surrounding air at the standard hot
day conditions.

17.0 IGNITION SYSIE- - The igr.ition system consists of 2 fuel-cooled,
hermetically sealed exciter packages each containing 2 independent exciter
circuits for I gas generator Igniter and I duct heater Igniter. The igni-
tion system is a capacitor discharge, 4 joule per spark at 3 kilovolts
(with boost capability), Intermittent duty, alternating current powered

L system.

L17.1 Ignition Systen Performance - The engine start Ignition system

ishall be capable of releasing sufficient energy for all ground and air

starting requirements. The gas generator circuit shall supply a mini am
of I spark per second and the duct heater a ainimLa of 5 sparks per second
at the nininau voltage specified herein. The gas generator Ignition system
shall be capable of discretionary continuous operation.

17.2 Igaition System Power Source - The minim pceer source and the
saximum input to each exciter circuit shall be as specified on the Installa-
tion Drawing.

18.0 ELECTRICAL SYSM

18.1 Electrical Power - The effects of loss of electrical power to
engine ignition or any additional equipment rquiring external pcwer,
causing the equipment to be inoperative, shall not cause unsafe engine

L -operation at any speed at or above idle throughout the complete thrust
range except for potential effects of an inoperative ignition. Electricaluequipuent shall operate with pcwer defined in 2.1.8.

18.1.1 External Electrical Power - External electrical power require-
ments shall be as specified on the Installation Drawing.

18.2 Electrical and Electronic Interference - Electrical and electronic
components shall not cause interference beyond the limits specified in
2.1.9, figures 2 through 5. These couponents shall not be susceptible to
interference generated by other electrical and electronic sGurces within
the li=its specified in table IV.

21
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Table IV. Electrical aid Electronic Interference

Antenna Frequency Range Voltage

Conducted interference - (rf) 0.15 to 1,000 mc(l) 0.1 (3)
(af) 50 to 15,000 cps(2) 3.0

Radiated inteference (4) 41 inch rod 0.10 to 25 ac 0.1 (3)
35 mc dipole 25 to 35 mc 0.1 (3)
tuned dipole 35 to 1,000 mc 0.1 (3)

(1) Applicable oly to ungrounded line voltage powt input points.
(2) Applicable only to ungrounded dc line voltage pcer input p~ints. L
(3) Modulated 30% at 400 to 1,000 cycles or any special form of

modulation to which the equipment is vulnerable.
(4) Antenna placed I foot from electrical or electronic components.

18.2.1 Short Duration Interference - Short duration transients and
Impulse Interferences are not to be considered as interference if their
duration is less than 3 seconds and Infrequent. I

18.3 Igition Explosion-Proof - All electrical compcAents shall be
ignition explosion-proof in order not to ignite any explosive mixture [
suounding the equipment.

18.4 Connectors and Cable - At a temperature of -400F (-40C), it
shall be possible to connect or disconnect electrical connectors and to
flex electrical conductors, as necessary for routine maintenance, without
damage to these items.

19.0 LLITING ZONE TERATUES - Airframe engine nacelle design shall
be such that engine case temperatures shall not exceed those specified or.
curve No. S-82, sheet 26. The eLgine shall not require blast air cooling

of the nacelle area. All components within this zone shall, by basic
design, be suitable for operation (ground shutdown, flight shutdown, and
all flight condit:ons) without added ram cooling, but vith normal nacelle
leakage unless '_cal temperatures due to external heat sources. other than
from the engine and its components, exceed the limits in 16.4.

20.0 STAKTISG - The fuel flow required for engine lightoff and accelera- I
tion to Idle shall be automatically controlled when the fuel control shutoff

lever is placed in the starting position with the power lever in the idle
position. Automatic actuticn of the starter or ignition systes will not
be provided. Appropriate starting torque shall be provided by a suitable

airfrme mounted starter through the power takeoff drive to the high speed

rotor (.N). 1e in-flight and ground starting requirements are as follows. [
20.1 In-fliaht Starting - Starter assistance is not required to satis-

factorily start the engine within the flight conditions shown on curve

%o. S-82, sheets 2 and 3 provided: L
a. That the fuel tem:erature requirements of 15.1 are met.
b. That the fuel pressure requirements of 15.2 are met.

: [I
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c. That the electrical pcwer requirements of 18.0 for starting

are net.
f d. That there is no compressor air bleed or pcwer extraction

other than that requirec for continuous engine opiration.

ln-ilight starting may te obtained at ran pressure ratios belov the -ini-
run raz pressure ratio lime on the vindilling restart envelope by using
Aengine tarter assistance whenever the starter arrgent er rits.

26,2 Grotnd Starting - The engine shall start satisfactorily within
tb seconds fron fuel systez ptessurization in the sea level a.bient

tenperature range from -40° to IG3*F (--' O to 39.!,sC) provided:

- a. That the starting torque requirenents shown or, curve
:o. S-82, sheet 20 are net.

b. That the fuel temperature requirements of 15.1 are =et.
c. that the fuel pressure requirenents of 15.2 are met.
d. that the electrical power requirements of 18.0 for

starting are :et.
e. rhe engine inlet air total pressure divided by aub-l-nt

pressure is not less than 0.99.
f. That the oil temperature requirements of 14.3 are met.

L 20.2.1 Unsatisfactory Start - After an unsatisfactory start the
engine must be cleared of residual fuel by motoring the engine for a period
of Y0 seconds with fuel and ignition off. lhe restart can be attempted

L.zaeiately after clearing the e-gise.

21.0 SHLTWNh3. - .ornal engize shutdown shall be accomlished by placing
the paver lever in the idle position and placing the shutoff lever in the

- "Fuel Off" position. Emergency engine shutdown shall be accomplished by
placing the shutoff lever in the "Fuel Off" position with the power lever
in any position. Shutdown of the duct heater shall be accouplished by
placing the power lever in any position other than in the thrust aug=enta-
tion range.

22.0 WINWILL OPERATWM

2..1 Windilling Performance - Estimated steady-state windailling
engine perfor=nce is defined by curve No. S-82, sheets 6 through 19 and
the following equation:

nr gr sc r

where:
F = net thrust including reverser-s,:ppressor effectsnr

"r goss thrust obtained froa curve No. S-82
gr sheets 12 or 13 and

L t2 .
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11 * u ratio of secondary airflov to engine airflow
WSc

F ra drag of engine airflow

6:2 a compressor inlet face average total pressure in
psia divided by 14.7 psia.

*Temperature corrected secondary flow ratio is the same as
physical secondary flow ratio during sf tady state wind-
milling conditions since eagine gas stream temperature is L
equal to secondary air temperature.

Necessary corrections mast be applied during the performance calculation [
procedure to reflect the effects of customer air bleed and/or power extrac-
tion. The reverser-suppressor secondary flow ratio shall be deterwiaed
from known characteristics of the nacelle secondary system to obtain the
met vindailling thrust.

Lpcn completion of a calculation vhere customer power extraction is speci-
fied, the validity of the calculation must be checkea by determining if I
the customer power extraction specified plus the engine accessory load
and high rotor friction is within the limits indicated by curve No. S-82,
sheet 16. This check may become iterative and affect earlier calculations. L
Should this result, the customer power extraction must be reduced and the
calculation repeated until the limits shown on curve No. S-82, sheet 16,
are observed.

23.0 REVSE THIUS!T. - The engine shall be capable of maximam reverse
thrust operation within the envelope shown on curve No. S-82, sheet 2;.
the uninstalled estLnated maxiunm reverse thrust is shown on curve No. S-82,
sheet 28 for standard day operation and on curve No. 5-82, sheet 29 for
hot day operation nhen reingestion of exhaust gas is not experienced.
This thrust is also based on a reverse effective flow area and a mean gas
discharge angle with the exhaust nrzzle centerline as specified in 6.1.
The reverser is capable of maximum reverse operation within the reverser
operating envelope for the time period specified in 6.1.1. However,
continuous reverser operation at idle ( the ground is allowable.

24.0 M INE OISE LEVELS

24.1 Noise Levels - The noise levels generated by the engine aft of the .
engine exhaust plane and measured along the arc as shown on figure 2 shall
not exceed the values shown in table V. Additional noise measurements
will be recorded along the same arc of 300 feet radi s at angles greater
than 135 degrees. Noise levels measured at angles greater than 135 degreesshall not exceed the noise le.els =easured within the 90 degree to 135 degree

zeasurement arc on fig~ure 2 wrhen all neasurements are corrected to a line
300 feet from and parallel to the engine centerline. These noise levels

I shall be obtained during cperation .ander the following conditions:

a. Static operation on an -utdoor test stard.
b. P&A bellnouth inlet.
c. Production engine or an acoustically si-.ilar engine.
d. Axis of reverser-suppressor parallel to ground.
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. Table V. Enjine .o.se Levels

Set Thrust, lb Noise Level, rd

Maximm augmented 141
28,500 owaugmented 126

U 28,50 augmented 124
22.400 lie

24.2 Noise Supgression - The noise leveis show in table V include
suppression of fan and Jet noise based on experimental data. Exhaust noise
is suppressed by JS PIdb at the maxim augmented condition. For the 28,500
pound thrust level, the exhaust noise is suppressed 3 PSd and the fan blade
passing noise is mppressed 6 db per octave band. Exhaust noise is
suppressed 3 7Mdb and fan blade passing noise is suppressed 15 db per

Foctave band for the 22,400 pound thrust level.

24.3 Optional Reduced Engine Rotor Speed Node for Cmnity Noise
Abatement - Optional operation with the duct beater lit at intermediate
thrust levels, such as those associated with the cutback after takeoff
for commuity noise abatemmt, will result in reduced P%.db levels. This
mode provides a reduction of fan rpm at constant thrust. At a thrust
level of approximately 20,000 pounds the reduction in fan rpm permits
improved fan frequency/resonator mtching which can be expected to result
in fan blade passing noise attentuation of approximetely 13 db per
octave band. Dependent upon the flight condition and engine thrust setting,

L this mode of operation will provide a further noise reduction of as mach
as 5 P2db. The corresponding sea level static test stand demonstration
of this mode of operatiom is sima in table V.

S24.4 Sound C-iulations - Measured octave band sound pressure levels
will be converted to perceived noise values using the method prescribed
in 2.2.4. All noise data will be normalized to 59*F (15C) and 70 rela-
tive humidity sing the method prescribed in 2.2.5. At least 6 test rums
shall be made at each condition and the results averaged for demomstration
purposes. If limitations during static test prevent the recording of
noise at the conditions specified in section 24.0, the measurinnts will
be taken at a suitable point and corrected to the specified distances.
Correction of measured sound pressure levels to desired distances will be
performed using the method prescribed in 2.2.6.

25.0 INSTIRMOMAIIM - The following shall be provided with the engineL with connection provisions as shown on the Installation Draring.

a. Turbine exit pressure probes and averaging manifold.
b. Instrumentation for providing an electrical representation

of average and individual probe exhaust gas temperature.
c. Duct nozzle position indication.
d. Reverser position indication.
e. Aerodynamic brake indication.
f. Ignition "On" indication.
g. Lov rotor speed Indication (electrical counter type).

L
25
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'25.1 Provisions - Provisiens for the following instrmmntation shall
be as slbw on the Installation Drawing:

a. High rotor speed tachometer. 11
b. Ofl-in tesperature.
c. Oil pressure.

Pressure drop across oil strainer.e.;
e. 01l level.
f. Chip detectors (oil).
S. Primary gas generator fuel flowmeter.
h. Duct beater fuel flineter.
1. iuel inlet temperature.
J. Fuel pomp Inlet pressure.
k. Pressure drop across fuel filter. L1. Vibration pickup ainting brackets (2).

25.2 Scial Instrum tation Installation - Installation of all special
engine Instrumentation must be coordinated with and approved by PW&A.

26.0 TURB LNE COOLING SYSIEI - The engine incorporates a self-contained
and self-regulating turbine cooling system.

26.1 Turbine Temerature .iasureent System - The engine shall be
equipped with thermocouples for use in conjunction with the airframe tem.-
perature indicating system. The thermocouples shall permit consistent
measurement of exhaust gas temperature. The system design shall be such
that it is possible to service check ndividual temperature probes for
continuity.

27.0 CUSTOME REOIRLWXTS[I

27.1 Drive Power Extractions - the saxinm allowable continuous horse-
power extractions and overload horsepower extractions at the power takeoff
pads for all operating conditions as a function of high pressure compressor !
rotor speed are as specified in the form of torques and speed ratios on
the Installation Drawing.

27.1.1 Dynmic Loadjn - The dynamic loading limits of the drive pads L
are specified on the Installation Drawing.

27.1.2 Speeds of Power Takeoff Shafts - Speed ratios of power takeoff
shafts are specified on the Installation Drawing.

27.1.3 Shear Section - The shear section requirements are specified J
on the Installation Drawing.

27.1.4 Loads on Hounting Pads and Power Takeoff (PTO) Shafts - Theimiting loads on the mounting pads and PTO shafts are spe-cfied on the

Installation Drawing.

26
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27.1.5 Environmental Control System (ECS) CoMressor Oil Coolin -

ruel may be provided by the engine gas generator fuel pwW interstage forf! airfrane ECS conpressor oil cooling. This fuel shall be returned to the
fuel system upstrea of the engine inlet fuel temperature measurement
provision. The following Imitations shall apply:

a. ECS cooling fuel !low shall not exceed 1500 pph over a
35 to 160 psi pressure drop range.

b. ECS cooling fuel temperature shall not exceed 350'F (176.7*C)
in any part of the cooling system.

SL. c. Engine fuel inlet limits shall not be affected by these
provisions.

27.2 Conpressor Bleed Air

27.2.1 Quality - The engine shall be so designed that it vill not
F" contribute to the contamination of air discharging into the cabin air

svstem. Provided that the air entering the engine is free of contamination,
the air at the discharge ports shall contain not more than the following
amounts of the listed contaminants:

Substances Parts per Million (Volum)

a. Aldehydes 1.0
b. Carbon Monoxide 50.0
c. Carbon Dioxide 5000.0
d. Ozone 0.1
e. Oxides of Nitrogen 5.0

f. Hydrogen Peroxide 1.0

The air shall not contain a total of more than 5 milligrms per cubic
-eter of submicron particles. Dirt or other foreign part:cle concentra-
tion in the bleed air after expansion to atmospheric pressure shall not
exceed that of the air at the engine inlet n a per unit volume basis.
If a demonstration is required P&A will demontrate on a normally func-
tioning engine on a P6VA plant test stand that the above requirements are
Wet V-ithin the accuracy of the testing technique available to PWA at the
time of the demonstration. However, it must be recognized that there may
be occasional instances in service operation when the bleed air is
contaminated.

27.2.1.1 Seals and Oil Lines - Accessory seals, bearing seals, and
oil lines shall be designed so that a single failure (except for engine
bearing failure) can not result in bleed air contamination. P&VA shall
subit a failure analysis to the airfrae nanufacturer to denonstrate how
the design meets this requirement.

27.2.2 Ouantity - The engine shall provide for high pressure coapressor
air extraction, for aircraft use, as indicated:

a. Within the operating envelope of the engine, high co-pressor
air will be available in quantities not to exceed 5% of gas
generator airflow from idle to a thrust corresponding to
a turbine exhaust gas teperature 80F (.4C) less than that
corresp-.nding to =,aximu- cruise.

27
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[1c- All accessory drive and vibration or friction daqwmerF

e. All gears.
f. All quill adaccessory drive shafts.

threaded fastenings ==*t those parts on vhich anodic

LIb Turbine mnisal vans and assmlies.
c. All other highly stressed parts.

Very bulky and Intricately shaped parts my be hydrotatically tested by the
?WUA approv ethod In lieu of fluorescent testing. Raigeraphic Inspection I

my be substituted for fluorescent penetrant Inspection of fusion game.

30.1.3 -Rcepted Parts - Low stressed parts, such as cotter pins, mewmbers,
etc.*, are not required to be tuspected by the uqnetic or fluorescent
methods.

30..4 adierahicor ltrsonc Iesetio - The follwing shall be

subject to radiographic or ultrasonic Inspection:

U a. The compressor rotors, If aomeguetic.
b. The turbine rotors, if ncngnetic.

c. Highly stressed nonmagnetic castings.
30.1.4. * Radliraphic Inspec tion - Rdgrhinlspec tion of materials

shall be tn accordance with P&UA established procedures. Laboratories per-
forming radiographic Inspection shall be certified ina accordance vith% PGUft
requiremt*.

30.1.5 Certification of Operators - All fusion welding shall be per-

formed by operators whu are certified in accordance with PWVA established
procedures.

31.0 PltEARMX(M FO DMLVER

31.1 Preparation for Storatte and Saipmt - The engine, coonents,
and accessories shall be prepared for storage and shipment In accordance
with PUM established procedures. PARA shall furnish a packing list with
each eng-Ine. All parts, accessories, cospooents, and tools which are not
InstalleJ on the engine, but which are shipped with the engine, shall be
Incluod on the packing list. PUA shall furnish with each engine the
Acceptance Run Log with all performance data.

29 1
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APPrZD)IX A

- 1.0 SCAPE

1.1 SCpe - This appendix establishes the requireme ts for be

L Flight Test Status (FS) engines to be delivered under Phase III of
the Supersonic Transport Program. The engines ill be In general accordance

ViLh the requirements of .Model Specification .o. 2699A except as modified
in this appendix.

3.1.1 Diensfon and Tistalltion DrMina - Change the Engine
Installation Drawing No. to 2130201.

Add the following paragraph:

"3.2.2 Dr= Weiht of Engine - The dry meight of the FTS engine
shall be within 31 of the total dry weight specified in 3.2."

6.1 Performance Ratings - Add the following sentences: "The
specified engine thrusts and thrust specific fuel consm tioms (TS1C)
for the FTS engine shall be as specified in table 1, table II, and
table IIA within 32 and 52, respectively. If the thrust is less tham
the production rating, provisios shall be made for limited time operation
at product ion thrust levels to accomplish Phase III airplane performence
demonstration."

24.( .EGINE NOISEL.ETVES - Add the following sentece: "The
specified noise values shall be objectives for the Phase III program."

-8.0 MINE TTPE CERTIFICATIOCK TEST - Replace 28.0 with the follmi g
paragraphs:

28.0 "-E CI FLIGQT TEST STATUS - Engine Flight Test Status shall
be accomplished by satisfactory completion of sea level and altitude
tests in accordance with 28.2.2.2.2.1 through 28.2.2.2.2.4.

28.1 Test Approval - The engine shall be Lo-m-idered to have rtis-
factorily completed these tests if, at the completion of the engine
recalibration specified in 28.2.2.2.3.1 it is within the specified
limits and the engine is still in operational coodition as substtated
by conducting a final acceptance test run in accordance with the schedule
specified in 29.0.

28. I. 1 Reports

29.1.1.1 Test Reports - Following completion of each separate
engine cr component test, or consecutive group of tests :ooducted on

L any single test assembiy or components, a report shall be submitted.

L
I-
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C
28.1.1.1.1 !pulkatoq - These reports sball contain essentially

the following item:
C

a. Cover (Title of report, number of the report, source of
report, data. me(s) of the author(s) and contract numer).

b. Title poe (Title of report. number of the report, source |
of the report, date, nam(s) of the author(s), and contract
umber).

c. Abstract (A brief statement of the contents of the report, in-
cludiag the objective).

d. Table of contents.
e. List of illutratios (Provide figure nubers and captions of

all Miustrations. Photographs, charts, and graphs should be
treated as illustrations and given figure numbers. When used In
a separate series, tables sbould be given Romn merals.
Examples: figure 1, figure 2, etc.; table I, table II, etc..

f. Sinry (A brief resume of the test conducted including
objectives, procedures, results, conclusions, and recommendations).

g. body of the report.
1. Brief gmeral description of the engine or of the cmponent(s) L

and a detailed description of all features which differ from
the previous model, if applicable.

2. If approval is being requested, without test, based on
similarity to a component or assembly for which previous
test approval was obtained, any physical or functional
dissimlarities or differences in testing requieents
vith respect to the test coponent and reference to
te approved compone t test report sbll be included.

3. Method of test (Sm~enal description of test facility,
x e"Ist and methods used In conducting the test).

. Record of test (chrooogical history of am eets in
connection with all of the tstin).

S. Analysis of results (a complete discussion of all phases
of the test, such as probable reasons for failure and
V al war, comparison In performnce vith previous
models, and analysis of general operation).

6. Calibration and recalibration data including acceptance
limits (data in both uncorrected and corrected form, if
applicable, shall be shom by suitable curves).

7. Tabulated data of all pertinent instrument readings and
all reqired last- mnt readings taken during the test.
Extraneous readings, which P&A my desire to take during
the test, need not be reported.

8. Description of the condition of the engine or components
at disassebly inspection.

9. Conclusions and recomiadstioos.

28.1.1.1.2 Numer and Distribution of Copies - Five copies of the
report shall be forwarded to the Federal Aviation Agency.

iA-
A-!
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28.2 Quality Assurance Provisions

28.2.1 General - TUrbofan aircraft engines, compomts, and test
apparatus shall be subject to Inspection by authorized Covermt repre-
sentatives who shall be given all reasonable facilities to determine
conformace with this specification. All Instructions for testing
of the engine shall be available to the Government representative.

28.2.1.1 Accurac, of Data - Autometic recording equipment and
associated test apparatus required to evaluate mngine variables versus
time shall have a static accuracy within 22 of the values obtained
at the mimamm rating of the engine. The accuracy of transient data
and the corresponding Instsnt calibration methods shall be subject
to review by the authorized Government representative and shall be
described in the Flight Test Status report. All instrmnts and equipment
shall be calibrated as neessary to insure that the required degree
of accuracy is maintained.

28.2.2 Eainie Tests

28.2.2.1 Test Conditions - The follving conditions shall apply

for all engine tests umless othewise specified.

L 28.2.2.1.1 Test Aaratus

28.2.2.1.1.1 Automt lc Recordina Eguiment - Automatic continuous
recording equipment shall be used to record data during the execution I'
of that part of the engine tests (see 28.2.2.2.1.3, 28.2.2.2.2.3,
28.2.2.2.2.5.2, 28.2.2.2.2.5.3, and 28.2.2.2.3.1) requiring the evaluation
of time versus engine variables.

28.2.2.1.1.2 Vibation easuriment EmIlMt - The vibration
equipment used for measur nnt of engine case vibration shall have

frequency response characteristics stmilar to the respras* characteristics
of equipment used on previously Type Certificated engines.

28.2.2.1.2 frelISIat Data - The engine weight and center of
gravity, if not previously obtained, photographs, and other pertinent
engine data shall be obtained preferably at the time the engine is

being prepared for test.

28.2.2.1.3 Operating Test Conditions

28.2.2.1.3.1 Inlet Distortion - All operation during the tests
specified in 28.2.2.2.2.1 aend 28.2.2.2.2.2 shall be with representative
inlet distortion patterns, within facility limitations, as determined
by airframe inlet tests but not to exceed the distortion limits speci-
fied in 10.0(a).

28.2.2.1.3.2 Oil Inlet Teglerature - For all operation during
the tests specified in 28.2.2.2.2.2, the main oil temperature at the
location designated on the Installation Drawing shall be self-regulating.

A-3
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28.2.2.1.3.3 Oil Servicing - The oll system shall be drained
ad filled with amn oil at the start of the specific engine test. The

me of external oil filters shall not be permitted. The all system i
shell be further maintained In accordance with the replyirts of

28.2.2.1.3.4 Aecreditable Test Tie-Ts iesalnot be
creite byIncemets bor~r han15 ~nuessarpt henshorter

periods are a test requiramat.[

28.2.2.1.3.5 Vamor Pressure Data - Wet ad dry bulb air temperature
readings shall be taken at Intervals not exceeding 3 bours.[

28.2.2.1.3.6 Serometer Readinas - The baromater shell be read
and recorded at Intervals not exceeding 3 hours.

28.2.2.1.3.7 Misceillaneous [ata - The date, operating schedule,
engie moel designati, aeial abr shell berecoreanac
log sheet.[

28.2.2.1.3.8 Test Notes - N(otes shall be plad on the log sheets
of all incidents of the run, such as leaks, vibration, and other irregular
funictioning of the engine or the equipment, ad corrective measures
taken.

28.2.2.1.3.9 Correction - Pleedings of thrust, rpm. airfluv rate,
fuel flow rate, specific fuel cosmption, gas pressures, and gas tem-
peratures shall be corrected to standard sea level atmospheric conditions

0- as defined in 1962 U.S. Standard Atmsphere (Gemetric) conditions.
In order to determine conformce with the engine performce ratings,
the corrected thrust and specific fuel consmpion shell be dotermined
for all rated conditions by PWA standard analytical and correction
procedures.

28.2.2.1.3.9.1 Barometer Correction for lesmerature - The baromter
shall be corrected for temperature.[

28.2.2.2 Fnfrance Test

28.2.2.*2.*1 Calibrations ad Checks - Performce during calibrat ionsU
and checks shall meet the reqiremets specified herein. Operating
time during calibrations shall be limited to the inimam practicable. i

28.2.2.2.1.1 Electrical and Electronic Interfere=ce and Susceptibility
Check - An interference and susceptibility check In accordance vithI 18.2 shall be ade on all electrical and electronic compoents or systm
of the test engine prior to initiation of the flight test status test.
Sclenoid valves and position Indicator witches shall not be contributing
interference since the interference duration is approximately 1 second

and vill have an infrequent recurrence rate.
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28.2.2.2.1.2 i Control Syaten Calibration - Prior to the
initiation of the engine calibration specified In 28.2.2.2.1.3, the
components of the engine control system shall umdergo bench calibration
using test fluid in accordacce with the specification fuel to determine
conformace with the design tolerance range required by PWA. The

jcalibration shall include a measurement of power lever torque.

28.2.2.2.1.3 fra meo Calibration - The procedure during the engine
calibration shall be such as to establish the sea level static perfor-
mce characteristics of the complete turbofan engine prior to the
endurane run. Calibrations shall be made with a PUMA bellsouth, so

accessory power extraction, without loading the accessory drives and
with no compressor bleed airflow other than that required for continuous
engine operation, except where specified. The following data shall be
obtained:

a. Steady state data: Data required to establish coliance with
applicable sea level peforimnce characteristics covered by
table I.

b. Transient data: Data required to damustrate engine starting
and thrust transients.

c. Repeat item "a and "b" above with mexim permissible
compressor bleed airflow, to determine the effect of air bleed
on engine performance.

28.2.2.2.2 Procedure - Following the calibration rn, the control
shall be adjusted to produce at least the takeoff rated thrust with the
power lever in the takeoff thrust position. During the test the engine
shall be adjusted as necessary to maintain the rated thrust. The test
shall be conducted in accordance with 28.2.2.2.2.1 and 28.2.2.2.2.2.
PtA ay establish the order of runs in each cycle to accommdate best
utilization of the test facility. The tim for chaging thrust shall be
charged to the duration tim at the lower setting. For all power lever
movements, the power lever shall be advanced or retarded, as applicable,
in not more than I second during the applicable te-c specified in
28.2.2.2.2.1 and 1 minute during the applicable test specified in

1 28.2.2.2.2.2.

28.2.2.2.2.1 Part 1 - The 25-hour sea levl endurance test shall
consist of 5 cycles of 5 hours each to be conducted in accordance with
the schedule listed below and as shown on figure A-!. At least 2 of these
cycles shall be at the mximus specified fuel inlet pressure. The 2nd
cycle shall be accomplished with 3% gas generator bleed airflow. Allgother cycles shall be with no compressor air bleed flow other than that
required for continuous engine operation.

a. Takeoff thrust run - Thirty minutes consist ing of five 6-f-nute
periods, in each of which 5 minutes shall be run vith the
power lever in the Takeoff Augmented thrust position, and
1 minute with the power lever in the 952 Takeoff Xonaugmen! -d
thrust position.

b. Cruise au mted thrust rn - One hour with the sea level power
setting corresponding to Cruise Partially Augmented thrustI(reference table I).

A-5
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C. B& f an t~ IIt-Il ws un-Tit iue

shell be mu with the poust lever in the Takeoff Ageeted
thrust position, ed 2 minutes with the poweir lever in the
Idle thrust position.

d. 951 Takeoff I msme thrust run - Forty-five minutes with the

pow"r setting Co.rrsmdn to 952 Takeoff xonmugaated thrust.
e. a5n TAMUo inem wne thrst, M - 1winty-one mnutes with

the prwe lever In the position corresponding to 852 Takeoff
3inm~tedthrust.

f. eesethrmst rus - Sine minutes In the sequence of powerU
lever positions ad tim durations as foillow: 1 minute
Idle, 1 minute Yblo aevrse thrust, 6 minutes alternating
I minute each at Takeoff Anpented thrust ad Ilaziu Reverse

thrust, and I minute Idle. ~a

consisting of 6 cycles in the sequence of poer lever postion[
from Idle thrust to Takeoff uatethsminiedt
Takeoff Aumented for 60 + 3 secoads,, retarded to Idle, and
msistained for approzinstely 4 minutes. Owe cycle will be

v accamplisbed with the angstatin lghtoff at mintmm augmented
pater lever position.

b. Incrqwftal thrust run, - One hour ad 15 minutes consisting
of 5 minutes with the power lever position corresponding to
each of the folloWifg percentages of Takeoff Nonumented
thrust: 15, 25, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55. 60. 65. 70, 75, 30. 85,
95. 100. This portion of the test my he revised to Include
additional ties at the vibratory speeds and elimination of

someInterediat points.

28..2..22 Prt -The 50-hour heated Wnet air test shall be
condctedon te en iwich conpeted Part I above, without the reverser-

suppressor installed. The test shall consist of 1.2 cycles of 4 hours and
10 minutes each to be conducted In accordance with the sche~le listed
belmw and as shown on figure A-2 (curve A). The agina Inlet air and the
air that passes ovr the engine will be coditiomd as shown on figures

A-2 (curve 5), mid A-3 (curve A) within the tolerances of the facility. The
fuel tesperature at the fuel pump Wnet will be as shown on figure A-3E
(curve B) within the tolerance of the facility. This portion of the Flight
as follows: UI

a. MIAxiinm Aganted thrust run - Seve minutes with the power
lever position corresponding to the M-AIzm Auagummted thrust

b. Maiu riethrut run - Twenty-four minutes with the
power lever position corresponding to 552 of Mazin[1
Aummnted thrust.

c. Minimu Cruise thlyst ron - Twenty-four minutes with the power
lever position corresponding to 402 of 4iziwm Anented
thrust. __ I

d. Idle descent run - Sixteen minutes with the power lever in the
Idle thrust position.

A-6
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e. irport departure ineuver. Cruise Part Power r n - Fifteen
minutes with the power lever position correrponding to 202
of Takeoff Nonagmnted thrust.

f. .waxlmm auam ted thrust io - Thirteen minutes with the power
lever position corresponding to the Maximum Augmented thrust
position.

g. M'xima cruise thrust ran - Fifty-five minutes with thepower lever positioi corresponding to 552 of MhxiWm Ag-
mented thrust.

h. Minimm cruise thrust ion - Fifty-five minutes with the
power lever position corresponding to 402 of Maxi Aug-
mented thrust.

i. Subsonic cr us pnageted rn - Twenty-five mdnute with
the power lever position corresponding to 502 of Takeoff

3ona9 ited thrust.
J. Idle descent ran - Sixteen minutes with the power lever in

the Idle thrust position.

Two augmentation system lightoffs shall be mde during each cycle.

28.2.2.2.2.3 Starts - A minism of 25 sea level static starts shall
be made on the endurance test engine. There shall be at least 10 starts
each preceded by at least a 2-hour shutdown. At least one of these
10 starts shall be node during or at the begiming of each 2 successive
cycles. In addition, there shall be 5 false starts (a starting sequence
without benefit of ignition, followed Immediately after the permissible
engine drainage procedure by a successful start), and 5 restarts (a start
within a aximum of 15 minutes tlue from shutdown). If necessary, addi-
tional starts required to bring the total to 25 my be made at the end
of the endurance test. The false starts my be conducted on an outdoor
test stand using an engine not necessarily the endurance teat engine.

28.2.2.2.2.4 Altitude Test - An engine, substantially Identical
to but not necessarily the ame engine which completed 28.2.2.2.2.1 and
28.2.2.2.2.2, shall be subjected to altitude tests to substantiate the

altitude performace specified in table 11 as modified by 6.1 in[ Appendix A.

28.2.2.2.2.5 Data

L . 28.2.2.2.2.5.1 Steady-State Data - During the endurance test,
except for the thrust transiet runs, the following data shall be
recorded, where applicable, at intervals not greater than 30 minutes
or once during each test run, vhichevei Is shorter:

Time of day.~Tctal enduraace time.

Power lever position.
Exhaust nozzle position.
Engine rotor speeds, rpm.
Fuel consumption, lb.hr.

*Data for determining airflow.
Engine inlet total pressure, in. fg. abs.

A-7
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Eagine Inlet total tooerature, OF (*Q.
- Caqressor air blood total pzssure, psia.[

Cainressor air bleed static pressure, pae.
Turbine discharge total pressure. pas.

*fthaust total pressure. pas.
93iut static pressure, ft. ft. a (if different from theL
barometer readimp).
Oil pressure at pressure Pim outlet, poig.
Fuel pressure at fool system Inlet, poig. [
Fuel pressure at point shove on Installation Dring, psig.
Fuel temerature at fuel system Inlet, *F M).
Meesured steady-state turbine saust "a teserature,
Duct heater fuel flow, lb/hr. [
Engine case vibration at points shown on Installation Dring, ails.

*Ipitiom source voltage and curet (shile starting).
Engine Main Oil Temerature OF VC). [
Breather Pressure, psi.

*Xote: Item marked with en asterisk nee be recorded during calibrations
only. The oil consuaption, oil specific gravity, fuel specific [
gravity, and fuel lower beating 'value shall be masured at
suitable Intervals. [

28.2.2.2.2.5.2 7hint Tramaleat Data - For each thrust tralsent
performed during the thruat t lsent end reverse thrust runs, the
iium values of masured gas temperature, thrust, fuel flow, and engine [

speed attained during the thrust trnsients shall be recorded.

28.2.2.2.2.5.3 Starting Data - During the starts cooducted under
28.2.2.2.2.3, the following data shall be recorded for each startL
performed:

Ambient tesperature.
Start numb*.

iu to ignition.

Mme to autarter cut out.r3m to stabilize ground idle rpm.
*48m at Ignition.
*ipin at starter cut out. [
Maxiumamesured gas temerature.

%ote: Item marked with en asterisk need be recorded only during
calibration, recalibration, and 2 successive starts at the [ii beginning end the and of the endurance test, at least one
of which vill be after a 2-hour shutdown. These data will
also be recorded during ono of the false starts.L

In addition, records of starter torque versus revolutions per minute
(rpm) shall be ade during calibration, recalibratic's and 5 successive [
ztarts of the endurance test. Starter torque versus rpm testing say be
waived if acceptable data are available from mother equivalent engine.
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28.2.2.2.3 Kecalibrations

28.2.2.2.3.1 FEnine Recalibration - After completion of the tests
specified in 28.2.2.2.2.1 and 28.2.2.2.2.2. a recallbration check rum
in accordance with 28.2.2.2.1.3 "a" and "b" as modified shall be made
on the endurance test engine. During the recalibration check run, the
engine shall be adjusted to produce on a standard day, the nocnmnted

L thrust or maximm turbine discharge temperature, uhichever is lmr,
that was obtained during the initial calibration. During maximm
augmented operation, duct beater fuel flor shall be adjusted so that,Ion a standard day, the total fuel flow will correspond to the level
that was obtained during the Initial calibration. During this run the
corrected jet thrust shall be not less tha 952 of the Initial calt-
bration values, and the corrected specific fuel commptions shall
not exceed 1052 of the Initial calibration values. The engine
shall met all other specified perforace requirements which can be
checked by the calibration procedure. The check run my be preceded
by a run-in period during which the cleaming procedure recommded
for field use by PU& mey be applied.

28.2.2.2.3.2 Engin Control System Recalibratios - After completion
of the engine recalibration specified In 28.2.2.2.3.1. the components
of the engine control system shWll undergo a beach recalibration to
determine conformance with the design tolerance range required by P&WA.
For this recalibration, external engie control adjustmnts shall be
established at their pre-test bench calibration positions.1 1 28.2.3 Enine CaSMu ts Test - PW&A will supply suitable data
on engine cuponent tests. Components used for these tests shall be
substantially identical with those used on the endurance tests. The
instrumentation to be delivered with the FTS engine shall not be
subject to FTS test approval.

28.2.4 Teardown humection - After completion of the tests, the
engine and componets shall be completely disassembled for exmination
of all parts and measured, as necessary, to disclose excessively worn,
distorted, or weakened parts. These measuremts shall be compared
vith the draving dimesions and tolerances, or with similar masurents
made prior to the test when available.

28.2.5 General Inspection - All tests shall be subject to witnessing
by a Government representative. The engine and components shall be exa-
mined to determine If they conform to all requirements of the contract
and specification uder which they were built. At convenient times prior
to the tests and during teardown inspections the engine and components
shall be examined to determine if they conform to all requiremets of
the contract and specifications under which they were built. Inspection
of the engine during the test my be conducted between the test cycles
at the discretion of PWA. External adjustuants normally performed
during routine maintenance may be mde at the discretion -f P&WA. Part
changes my be made during the test provided that such part subsequently
completes that portion of the test run prior to its installation. This
requirement my be accomplished on the same engine or another engine
assembled essentially to the sam parts list. The Goverment represen-
tative shall be notified of any such naintenance, adjustment or parts change."

A-9
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